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Great organisational psychologists are like great chefs



So what did we get up to?
• I set up the Organisational Psychology module as if our students were actually working together in work teams

• Working in teams makes sense at every level: 
• Most Org. Psych. theory is about social interaction
• Most learning in life is social: we watch others perform, we talk about what our experiences mean to us, we give each other feedback

• Have siblings or friends? Then you know what I’m talking about.

• Each team prepares 2 presentations
• Not graded by me, but each team votes on every other team presentation
• Team members are invited to prepare and provide formal feedback to each other on everyone’s performance in preparing these
• Why do this twice? 

• During every session, students do team exercises to apply Org. Psych. theories and frameworks and complete reflection sheets
• To capture what the theories and frameworks mean to them personally
• These form the basis of the 1 assignment for the module: a reflective essay 

• 67 students completed this elective. 
• What was it like? 

• In our students’ words… (from reflective essays; named individuals gave permission to share)



First impressions



Session One: Setting personal goals



Daring to ‘play’ at university



“I Will” Statements

Based on Michaela Schippers et al. (2014). A scalable goal-setting intervention closes both the gender and ethnic minority achievement gap. Palgrave Communications 1:15014



Session Two: Introduction to Team Work



“We Will” Team Statements



Preparing Team Presentation #1



First round of team presentations
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When it clicked



First round of feedback giving



2nd round of team presentations & feedback-giving



On giving & receiving structured feedback (twice)



Reflection sheets looked like this…



Using reflection sheets



Take-Aways



In hindsight…



Final feedback session

Student to student feedback; provided as part of reflective essay



Maya Angelou (1928-2014)
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